Perspective: researching the transition from non-living to the first microorganisms: methods and experiments are major challenges.
Methods to research the origin of microbial life are limited. However, microorganisms were the first organisms on the Earth capable of cell growth and division, and interactions with their environment, other microbial cells, and eventually with diverse eukaryotic organisms. The origin of microbial life and the supporting scientific evidence are both an enigma and a scientific priority. Numerous hypotheses have been proposed, scenarios imagined, speculations presented in papers, insights shared, and assumptions made without supporting experimentation, which have led to limited progress in understanding the origin of microbial life. The use of the human imagination to envision the origin of life events, without supporting experimentation, observation and independently replicated experiments required for science, is a significant constraint. The challenge remains how to better understand the origin of microbial life using observations and experimental methods as opposed to speculation, assumptions, scenarios, envisioning events and un-testable hypotheses. This is not an easy challenge as experimental design and plausible hypothesis testing are difficult. Since past approaches have been inconclusive in providing evidence for the origin of microbial life mechanisms and the manner in which genetic instructions was encoded into DNA/RNA, it is reasonable and logical to propose that progress will be made when testable, plausible hypotheses and methods are used in the origin of microbial life research, and the experimental observations are, or are not reproduced in independent laboratories. These perspectives will be discussed in this article as well as the possibility that a pre-biotic film preceded a microbial biofilm as a possible micro-location for the origin of microbial cells capable of growth and division.